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Abstract. Finite element techniques are being employed to an increasing degree in solving
complicated groundwater flow problems, including problems with a free surface. These
methods usually rely on the development of appropriate variational principles. This paper
presentsseveral such principles for both confined and unconfined flow.

INTRODUCTION

Finite element techniquesfor solving problems of groundwaterflow are usually basedon
variational methods.These techniquesare finding increasingapplication becauseof the ease
with which heterogeneoussystems that have
complicatedboundary conditions are handled.
They are particularly well suited to the treatment of free surface problems because mesh
configurationsare easily changedduring execution. Further application of the finite element
method will often require the development of
appropriate variational principles.The purpose
of this paper is to present several such principles for both confinedand unconfinedflow.
The first workersto employ variational methods in the solution of steady state groundwater
problemswere Mauersberger[1965, 1967, 1968a,
1968b] and Zienkiewiczet al. [1966]. Additional
steady state solutionshave been describedby
Taylor and Brown [1967] and Finn [1967] and
more recently by Volker [1969] and Neuman
and Witherspoon[1970].
Guttin [1964a, b] broadenedthe application
of variational methods by showing how initial
conditionsmay be incorporated in the variational formulation of a problem. As a result,
finite elementmethodshave beenapplied to nonsteadyflow of heat [Wilson and Nickell, 1966]
and groundwater [Javandel and Witherspoon,
1968, 1969; Witherspoonet al., 1968; Neuman
and Witherspoon,1969a,b].
In all this work, the basic approach is to replacethe boundaryvalue problemby an appropriate variational principle whose minimizing
function is the solution to the problem. How1376

ever, it is often possibleto solve such problems
using direct methods of the calculus of varia-

tions without actually developinga variational
principle. For example,Price et al. [1968] have
successfullyanalyzed one-dimensionaldispersionin porousmediausingthe Galerkinmethod,
which does not require the developmentof a
classicalvariational principle. More recently,
Cave•dish et al. [1969] have shown how to
apply the method to initial boundary value
problemsinvolvingthe heat flow equation.
The Galerkin method is applicableto both

linear and nonlinearproblems,but it has the
disadvantage
that the boundaryconditionscannot be embedded in the variational

statement of

the problem. A variational principle, on the
other hand, presents a more complete representation of the problem in the sensethat the
boundary (and sometimes,initial) conditionsare
part of the functional.Thus, wheneverpossible,
it is advantageousto formulate the problem in
the form of a variational principle [Schechter,
p. 236, 1967].
CONFINED

FLOW

The simplest case to consider first is the
movement of water in a confined flow region,
i.e., a completely saturated elastic porous medium that has well definedgeometricboundaries.
In the following discussion,the flow region is
designatedby R and its boundary by A. As
indicated on Figure 1, A• representsthose portions of the boundary along which head is
prescribed, and A•. represents the remaining
portionsacrosswhich flux is prescribed.In addition, each point in R whose coordinates are
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x• can be associatedwith a specificstorage
S8(x•) and a symmetricpermeabilitytensor
K•(x,).

An explanationof the indicial notation

usedthroughoutthis discussion
is given in the
appendix.

Let h(x,, t) be the hydraulic head and
v•(x,, t) be the Darcy velocity inside the flow
regionat any given time t. In general,flow in
the regionR can then be characterized
by the
equationof continuity
Oh

-- -- S8Ot

Ox•

(1)

A•

R
A;

Fig. 1. Diagram of a confined flow region R
with prescribed head boundaries A• and prescribed
flux boundaries A2.

and Darcy's law

approach that allows one to determine both
h
and v• simultaneously.
Oh
Variational principle in terms o] head. In
dealingwith problemsof flow in porousmedia,
In addition to the initial condition
it is customary to define velocity through
Darcy's law and thus characterizethe problem
h(x•, O) = ho(x•)
(3) only in terms of head. If we substituteequation
one will usuallyencounterboundaryconditions 2 into equations5 and 6, the problem can be
completely defined by the following set of
involvinga prescribedhead on A•,
equations:

v•- --K•ioxi

t) =

t)

(4)

and a prescribed
flux per unit areaon A•,

v•(x•, t)n•(x•) = V(x•, t)

1*•

K,•

= S•(h- ho) (7)

(5)

h= H
on A•
(4)
To obtain a variational principle that corOh
respondsto this problem, it is first necessary
K•
•i
ni= -- V on A.(8)
to eliminatethe initial condition (equation 3)
from the above set of equations.This can be This same problem can Mso be expressedin a
accomplishedin a manner similar to that of
differentfo• by the followingwriationM prinGurtin [1964b] by convolutingequation1 and ciple:
combining
it with the initial condition(equation
3). The result is a singleequation

fi(h)=

ß

Ox•

-

* K•iOxiOx•

(6)

which is completelyanalogousto equations1
and 3 and has the advantagethat it enables
n• dA
one to incorporatethe initial conditiondirectly
into a variationM formulationof the problem.
Here • representsconvolution(seeappendix).
The aboveequationshave beenpresentedin
terms of both head and velocity.However,since
In equation9, h now representsall functions
hydrologistshave traditionally dealt with flow h(x,, t) which, togetherwith their secondspace
problemsin termsof head,we shallfirst present derivatives and first time derivatives, are cona variational principle for the particular case tinuous everywherein R. For this particular

--

1

1' (h-- H)* K,i•xxj

+ 1ßv, hdA
2

(9)

where the velocity function has been eliminated
from equations I through 6. Later, we shall

problem, such functions are called admissible
functions,and one of them will minimize f•(h).

showthat there are distinct advantagesto an

The conceptof the variationalprincipleimplies
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AND

that this particularminimizingfunctionis the
solutionto the problemdescribedby equations
7, 4, and 8. In otherwords,the variationof the
functional (9), which is written 89(h), vanishesat a particular functionh(x,, t) if, and
only if, h(x,, t) satisfiesequations7, 4, and 8.
In effect,we seethat the originalprobleminvolvinga partial differentialequationhasbeen

WITI-IERSP00N

h' isarbitraw,
each
oftheintegrals
inequation
11

transformed into another kind of problem that

must vanish independentlyof the others. Thus,
if we assumethat the permeability tensor
has nonzerovalues everywherein R, then each
of the bracketed terms in equation 11 must
vanish. This means that equations 7, 4, and 8
are satisfiedand our proof is complete.
It is of interest to note that in the process
of minimizing the functionalin equation9, the

requiresoneto searchfor the minimizingfunc-

functions

h that

enter into the search are not

tion of equation 9.

required to meet any of equations7, 4, or 8, a
The followinggives a simple proof for the priori. All that is necessaryis that they satisfy
validity of the above variational principle.A the continuity criteria describedearlier. In this
similar procedurecan also be used to verify sense,•(h) representsthe most generalvariaall othervariationalprinciplesto be givenbelow. tional principle that can be developedfor a
Rigorousproofsfor thesevariationalprinciples problem cast only in terms of head.
are givenelsewhere(Neumanand Witherspoon,
In some cases,it is desirableto restrict the
unpublishedmanuscript,1970).
generality of the variational principle by imvariousconstraints
on the admissible
Let h' be somearbitrary function having the posing
same mathematical propertiesas h, and let X functions.For example,onemay require that in
be a real variable. We replace h in equation 9 addition to the previouslymentionedcontinuity
by h q- Xh' andthendeterminethe firstvariation criteria, the admissiblefunctionsalsosatisfythe
boundary conditionh = H on A•. In doing so,
of •(h) through
the integral over A• doesnot appear as part of

(10) the
functional;
therefore,
theexpression
inequation 9 reducesto a form previously developed

on(a)
= a(a+

by Guttin [ 1964b].

Using Green's first identity and remembering
Variational principlesin t'erms o/ head and
that the permeability tensor Kii is symmetric velocity. The traditional approach to flow in
everywherein R, the result becomes
porousmedia is to expressthe governingequations only in terms of head. Velocity does not
appear explicitly in these equations, but is
$f•(h)
=
--1' • Kii
determinedindirectly throughthe applicationof
Darcy's law. There are severalreasonsfor this
approach. Fundamentally, the concept of hy-

+

*

draulic head leads to mathematical expressions

that usuallyinvolveonly one dependent
var-

Oh

1. [h-- H]*K;••x•n• dA
q-

2

1* Kii•xxi
ni-4-V

* h• dA

iable. These expressions
have been extensively
investigatedin several fields of mathematical
physics(potential theory, heat flow, diffusion),

andthe results
of thesestudies
havebeenof

great assistancein solving groundwater flow

(11) problems.
On the otherhand,equations
that
For the first part of this proof, let us assumethat
h satisfiesequations 7, 4, and 8. In this case,
all bracketedterms in equation11 vanish,which
means that $•(h) is zero, and therefore h is
the desiredminimizing function. For the second

involve both head and velocity (cf. equations
1 through 5) are difficult to solveby the usual
methods. Moreover, hydraulic head is easily
measured in the laboratory as well as in the
field, whereasvelocity is not.

It seemsto us that if, in addition to head,
part of the proof, supposethat h minimizes the hydrologistwere also able to solve for
•(h) suchthat $•(h) = 0, which meansthat the at every point of his system,he would have a
right-handside of equation11 vanishes.Since great deal more useful information. First, the
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hydrologistwould have a more completeunderstandingof flow behaviorby knowingthe magnitudeand directionof flow at eachpoint of his
system.From such information, he could easily
calculateflux acrossany crosssection,including
the boundaries.Second,in some problemsthe
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development of nonlinear flow attributable to

high gradientsmay result in discrepancies
between predicted and observed flow behavior.
With velocitiesat every point, the hydrologist

ACTUAL

•'•• VARIATI
,

could calculate Reynolds numbers and thus

locate those regions where ])arcy's law (i.e.,
Xi-I
Xi+I
equation2) is not applicable.Third, in dealing
with problemsof hydrodynamicdispersion,it
is well known that the coefficients
of dispersion
as well as the governing equationsare velocity
dependent.In this case, a knowledgeof velocities is required to solve the problem.
At first glance, it may appear that having
a solution in terms of head is always sufficient
to enable one to determine velocities using
Z)arcy's law. While this is obviously true for
analytical expressions,
the same cannot be generally said for numerical solutions where head
Fig. 2. Velocities determined from Darcy's law
is obtainedat a discretenumber of points on a and a linear interpolation of head on • onegrid. For example, in most finite differenceand dimensional grid.
finite elementschemes,it is customaryto adopt
a linear interpolationof headbetweenneighborOh
1
ing points of the grid. Figure 2a illustrateshow
1
+
*
suchan interpolationis applied to a one-dimensional problem. It is apparent that the corresponding gradients are constant between any
two nodal points and change abruptly across
each point (i.e., the gradient is discontinuous).
Consequently,velocitiescalculatedfrom Z)arcy's
law are also discontinuous
as illustrated in Fig-

- 1*(h--H)*vini
dA
--• 1. V*hdA (12)
1

ure 2b.

One might attempt to overcomethis problem
by taking an arithmetic average velocity at
each grid point. Mathematical considerations
as
well as our experienceindicate that this procedureis not always satisfactory.A higher order
interpolationof head complicatesthe numerical
calculations considerablyand still does not always eliminatethe problemof discontinuities.
Thus, when one requires satisfactoryvalues
for both head and velocity using low order
interpolation, the traditional methods are not

Here K•,•-• is the inverseof Ks, and is definedby

Ki,K• -•=

•

(13)

where 8s• is Kroneckerdelta. In equation12,
h now repreientsall functionsh(x,, t) which,
togetherwith their first spaceand t•e derivatives, are continuouseverywherein R, and v,
representsall functionsv, (x,, t) which are continuous in space and time and have continuous

first spacederivatives.It can be shown (Neusufficient. One needs to solve for both h and
man and Witherspoon, unpublished manuv• simultaneously,and this can be accomplished script, 1970) that the variation of equation12
by minimizing the following variational prin- vanishes
at a partic•ar set of functions{h, v,}
ciple:
if, and only if, thesefunctionsare solutionsto
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those situationswhere capillarity can safely be
neglected.

Let •(x•, x2,t) representthe elevationat any
time t of a point (x•, x•) on FS abovethe same
datum plane from which the hydraulic head is
measured.Let I(x•, x2, •) be the net rate of
infiltration

that

reaches the free surface from

above (consideredpositivedownward).
To avoid complications,we shall describethe
Fig. 3. Diagram of an unconfinedflow region R
with prescribed head boundaries ,4_•, prescribed
flux boundary ,4_2,and a free surface FS.

equations2, 4, 5, and 6. It shouldbe noted that
the continuity restrictionson h in equation 12
are lessseverethan in equation9.
.It may be of interest to note that the convolution approach also enablesone to develop
a variational principle in terms only of velocity
(Neuman and Witherspoon,unpublishedmanuscript, 1970).
UNCONFINED

Another

behaviorof the systemonly in terms of hydraulicheadand •. The governing
equationthen
becomes

O(K•O•xh•)=
S•0h (14)

Ox•

Ot

In addition to the initial conditions

h(x•, O) = ho(x•)

(3)

•(Xl, X2,0) = •0(Xl, X2)

(15)

one may encounterboundary conditionsinvolving a prescribedhead

FLOW

case to consider is that of unconfined

flow through porousmedia where it is necessary
to treat the free surfaceas a moving boundary.
In this case,the boundary of the flow region
consists of three complementary parts: the
prescribedhead boundary A•, the prescribedflux
boundary A.2, and the free surface FS. The
seepageface is included in A• (Figure 3).
In dealing with problemsinvolving a free
surface, it has been customaryto apply the
Laplaceequationto both steadyand nonsteady
flow, whichmeansthat the effectsof compressibility are neglectedeverywherebelow the free
surface. However, one can easily find situations
in the field where an unconfinedaquifer is
separatedfrom a confinedaquifer by an aquitard. In such cases,the system as a whole is
unconfined,yet at least in the •quitard and
whatever layers lie below, the effectsof compressibilityon the nonsteadybehaviormay be
important. Therefore, if we want to treat the
entire systemas a unit, we must retain S8in the
formulationof the governingequations.
We realizethat the effectsof capillarity above
the free surfacecan also be significant.This is
certainly true in fine grained sedimentsbut
becomesmuch less important in coarsesands
and gravels.We shall restrict our analysisto

h-

H

on A 1

(4)

or a prescribedflux per unit area
Oh

K,i•x•ni= -- V

on A,• (8)

Two conditions must be satisfied on the free

surface.From our abovedefinitionof •, onehas
•j = h

on FS

(16)

To obtainthe secondcondition,let us consider
the movementof an infinitesimal
portionof the
free surfacedA during an interval of time dt
as shownin Figure 4. Let n• be the unit outer
normal.Fluidat the freesurfaceis movingat an
averageDarcy velocityv•. The net averagerate
of infiltration (fluid added to the free surface

from above) is I. If Sy is the specificyield of
the porousmedium,then the volumeof moving
fluid enclosedbetween dA at t and at t q- dt
can be expressedby

SydA dL= Sy nsdA dt

(17)

The total inflowduringdt is

(v,n, q- Ina) dA dt

(18)
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Equating (17) and (18) and dividing by dA dr,
we arrive at the secondboundary condition

t

Oh (I--Sy Oli•
n on FS (19)
K,i•-•x•n•Or/3
Since the shape of the flow region changes
with time as the free surfacemoves,the convolution approach is not applicable. This means
that initial

conditions 3 and 15 cannot be int

corporatedin the variational principle and must
be satisfied independently. As a result, the
variationalprinciplewill involveboth varied and
unvaried functions. Such an approach has pre-

viously
been
described
byRosen
[1954].
Thus,
if
we vary only h and •, while their corresponding
time derivativesremain unvaried,the variational
principle becomes

•(h,•) =
-

I

•K• Ox•

(• - •t)••xoh
• •, aA+

Fig. 4. Infinitesimal element on the moving free
surface.
2

VaaA
STEADY

_ f•s(•_•)•:••xin•
oa dA

--frs
•(I--Sy
?t)na
dA

STATE

FLOW

Variational principles for steady state flow
are easily obtained from equation 20 simply by
dropping the time derivatives. For the case of
unconfinedflow, one has

(20)

Here h representsall functionsh(x,, t) which,
together with their secondspaceand first time
derivatives,are continuouseverywherein R, and
• representsall functions•(x•, x. t) which, to-

Oh
Oh
•(•' •) = f•«• Ox•
Ox•
a•

gether
with
their
first
time
derivatives,
are
con---fA(• tinuous everywhere on FS. It can be shown

--ngdA
•t)•:• •x•

+

(Neuman
and
Witherspoon,
unpublished
man-fF(h--•)K•i•xinidA-

•

Vh dA

• In:• d A
uscript, 1970) that the variation of equation20
-s
vanishesat a particular set of functions {h,
(21)
•} if, and only if, thesefunctionsare a solution
to equations14, 4, 8, 16, and 19.
Except for the last integral, this is identical with
Although the variational principle given in a functional previously developed by Mauersequation20 is lessgeneralthan thosepresented berger [1965].
earlier for confined flow, it is well suited to
For the case of confined flow, the integrals
numerical methods involving the finite element over the free surface do not appear, and the
approach. A program based on this functional followingdevelops:
has already been developedand will be discussed
in another paper.
In a manner

similar to the treatment

of con-

s

Oh
•(•) =. fR
•:'• •Oh
b-xx,
•

fined flow, a variational principle in terms of

h,gj,
and
v{has
also
been
developed
and
is _ fA(•-

presentedelsewhere(Neuman and Witherspoon,
unpublishedmanuscript,1970).

u)•,••x• n,•.4+ , Vh

dA

(22)
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APPENDIX

stationaren

Brunnens

mit Hilfe

der Trefftzschen

In the present analysis,we find it convenient
Variationsmethode, Acta Hydrophysica, 2, 171,
1967.
to adopt the indicial notation whereby matrices
are representedby subscriptedquantitieswhich Mauersberger, P., Eine hydrologische Anwendung
der Trefftzschen Variations-methode, Getlands
correspondto the individual terms of the matrix.
We also use the summation

convention

accord-

ing to which repeated indices indicate summation. A more detailed discussion of the indicial
notation

and the summation

convention

can be

found elsewhere [Neuman and Witherspoon,
1969a,appendixB].
The three Cartesian coordinatesx, y, and z
are representedby x, (i ----1, 2, 3, respectively).
The componentsof the outward unit normal to

the boundaryof R, in the directionsof the co-

Beitr. Geophys., 77, 235, 1968a.
Mauersberger, P., The use of variational methods
and of error distribution principles in groundwater hydraulics, Bull. Int. Ass. Sci. Hydrol.,
13(2), 169, June 1968b.
Neuman, S. P., and P. A. Witherspoon, Transient
flow of ground water to wells in multipleaquifer systems, Geotech. Eng. Rep. 69-1, University of California, Berkeley, January 1969a.
Neuman, S. P., and P. A. Witherspoon, Theory of
flow in a confined two-aquifer system, Water
Resour. Res., 5(4), 803, 1969b.
Neuman, S. P., and P. A. Witherspoon, Finite element method of analyzing steady seepagewith
a free surface, Water Resour. Res., 6(3), 889,

ordinatesx,, are denotedby n,.
Let f and g be two functionsthat are con1970.
tinuous everywhereon R. Then the convolution
Price, H. S., J. C. Cavendish, and R. S. Varga,
of f and g is definedas

Ef* g](x,, t) =

f(x,, •-)g(x,, t-

•-) a•-
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